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The Openness of Poland

Poland cuts the hand off Ukraine. Poland has been Ukraine’s strongest backer in the EU, but
Poland is tired and will no longer support Ukraine.

The Secret of Rammstein

What about the latest Rammstein meeting between NATO and Ukraine two days ago 19
September 2023?

Did you all see the headlines about how much NATO promised to Ukraine this time? No –
because there were no headlines.

Even a search for “Rammstein” in the New York Times and the Washington Post only turns
up news about a German rock band by the same name.

The latest Rammstein meeting has been censored in the US mainstream media because
Ukraine got basically nothing. We talk of millions, not billions. Germany will supply $ 427
million worth of winter clothes and mortars. Finland will supply € 109 of ammunition and
sundry stuff. Canada will send 43 AIM-9 missiles. No real punchy items. The only big items
are few, and they are old stuff. Denmark scrapes the barrel around the World to conjure up
and repair 30 outdated Leopard 1 tanks and 15 T-72 tanks to Ukraine.

The Secret of Biden as Well

 Did you hear just HOW many new weapons Biden promised Zelensky at his latest visit to
Washington?

Well – I heard NOTHING.
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End of the Flagpole

The West has been creeping up the flagpole all the way as Ukraine has gone down to Hell.

The  West  has  now come to  the  end  of  the  flagpole.  Some extremist  Western  leaders  like
President Biden and the conservative German parliamentarian Kiesewetter keep shouting
about supporting Ukraine until the last Ukrainian. But the West has run out of both money
and stuff to give, as well as out of will to give it.

As  Ukraine  now  burns  in  the  flames  of  Hell,  self-preservation  kicks  in  among  Western
leaders, refer to Poland above, which says that any weapons Poland has left will be for
Poland’s own territorial defense, not for Ukraine.

Ukraine has in 3 months burnt through all the weapons the West has donated and achieved
nothing with it at all.

Ukraine has today basically nothing left and will receive just about nothing more. A dozen
Abrams. Some 45 old Leopard 1 and T-72. And at the end of the rainbow, if Ukraine ever
reaches it, some glorious F-16 fighterjets some time in “Summer 2024”. Everything will be
over for Ukraine by then.

Ukraine is breaking down now.
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